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Context Conagra Output

ASHLEY

Interfaced used:

Who she is:
Ashley, 38 years old, 2 kids. Busy 
working mom. Has already a profile 
on RSE.ca with her personal 
preferences.

Goals:
Her goal is to find simple meal 
solutions to feed her family.

USER TRIGGER

Meal solutions

Purchase

Ingredients

RSE.ca

Thematic site

Newsletter 

Ashley 

Ashley receives the 
Conagra 

newsletter, a tool to 
help with her meal 

planning.

The newsletter is 
based on different 

themes.

By following the 
link she will end up 
on RSE.ca and will 
find meal solutions.

TRIGGER

Knowledge

Conagra gathers 
data about the 

user.

Once on the site, 
through a referal, 
she can now go 

through other meal 
solutions that fits 

her needs

Knowledge

Conagra gathers 
data about the 

user

Walmart
List

Reduction

She can click on 
each Conagra 

product within the 
ingredient list for 

each meal solution 
and find more 

information about 
the brand.

She finds that there 
is a rebate on 

Checkout51 for this 
product

Ashley decides to 
purchase this 

product online as 
it’s on sale at 

Walmart.ca and 
then take 

advantage of the 
C51 rebate

She places an 
order on 

walmart.ca

FidelityNewsletter 

Since she is 
already a member 

we get more 
knowledge with 

each visit and add 
this to her profil

Customized email 
based on 

cumulative 
knowledge



Context Conagra Output

RUTH

Interfaced used:

Who she is:
Ruth, 52 years old. She has 2 kids 
that do not live in the house 
anymore.

Lives with her husband. She is 
volunteering many days per week 
but still find time to browse 
Facebook, enter contest and leave 
comments/ reviews on her favourite 
brands website and facebook 
pages.

Goals:
Ruth doesn't enjoy cooking 
anymore. In fact, she is looking to 
get more free time to do something 
she really enjoys: volunteer.

Facebook

USER TRIGGER

Recipies

Purchase

Ingredients

RSE.ca

Thematic site

Ruth 

Ruth sees a 
corporate 

promotion on her 
Facebook feed.

The promotion is 
the perfect lunch.

Great for Ruth 
when she is 
volunteering

The theme site will 
present different 

express meal 
solutions and tips 
for busy people

The thematic site 
refers to a meal 

solution and Ruth 
can consult it and 

look at meal 
solutions under the 

same theme

List

Reduction

Ruth takes a look 
at the list of 

products within the 
meal solution and 

can see which ones 
are from Conagra

She find that this 
ingredient has a 

coupon reduction

She wants to buy 
the products to 

recreate the meal 
solution.

YouTube

She enjoys a video 
about the subject 
with testimonials

She could have 
also gone directly 
to the Hub to see 
the meal solution

Loblaws

Ruth is buying the 
product at

Facebook

She shares the 
meal solution with 

her friendswith 
friend

She clicks on 
branded products 

to have more 
information



Context xx Output

MIKE

Interfaced used:

YouTube

Who he is:
Mike, 26 years old, single, no kids. 
Police officer ((huge Leafs fan)).
This guy is always on the go, he 
eats out a lot and indulges in 
snacks (Orville, ACT II, Slim Jim) 
often

Goals:
Tries to stay in good shape. He 
hates grocery shopping, but enjoys 
a bbq with his friends.

He makes a good salary and is 
always looking for solutions to 
impress his friends with his bbq 
abilities.

USER TRIGGER

Meal solutions

Purchase

Ingredients

RSE.ca

Thematic site

Mike 

Mike receives a
link from a friend

on Facebook. The 
link refers to a 
video about a 
Conagra BBQ 

promotion. about 
"grilling" on 

Youtube

By following the
link at the end of 
the video., Mike 

ends up on a 
thematic site about 

grilling solutions

The themed site 
refers to a meal 

solution and Mike 
can consult it and 
look at other meal 
solutions under the 

BBQ theme.

Knowledge

Conagra gathers 
data about the 

user

Amazon

List

Reduction

Mike takes a look 
at the list of 

products within the 
meal solution and 

can see which 
products are from 

Conagra.  

Products with a 
reduction are 

identified on the 
list. However, Mike 

is not a fan of 
coupons.

He is placing a 
huge order on 

Amazon ordering 
grilling and party 

supplies

He buys on 
Amazon.ca

Register

Knowledge

Conagra gathers 
data about the 

user

Newsletter 

He expects to be 
notified from time 
to time with meal 

solution

Mike decides to 
register to the 

RSE.ca website. 
He expects to get 
nice tips and tricks 
to improve his bbq

YouTube

Newsletter includes 
a video about a 
new line of high 

performance BBQs

Metro

He also buys other 
products on the list 
at his grocery store

FidelityNewsletter 

User is now 
engaged . We can 

now gather 
important metrics 

about this user

He clicks on 
branded products 

to have more 
information.



Context Conagra Output

JESSE

Interfaced used:

Google

Who he is:
Jesse, 32 years old. Engaged. 
Accountant. She’s a busy lady 
who’s juggling wedding planning 
and work. 

Goals:
Both her and her fiancé are foodies. 
Jesse enjoys cooking and likes to 
impress her boyfriend.
She is a VH and Aylmer/Hunts 
consumer.

Facebook

USER TRIGGER

Recipies

Purchase

Ingredients

RSE.ca

Jesse

Jesse has some 
chicken left in the 
fridge. She types 
"quick chicken 

dinner recipes" in 
Google to get 
ideas of meal 

solutions

Google search is 
showing a recipe 
on the Conagra 

hub

List

Reduction

Jesse takes a look 
at the list of 

products within the 
meal solution and 

can see which 
products are from 

Conagra.  She 
adds products to 
her grocery list 

(feature available 
on the website).

Products with a 
discount coupon 

are identified on the 
list.

She will use her 
coupons on her 
next visit to her 
grocery store.

Register

Knowledge

She registers to 
stay informed 
about all the 

recipes and tips

YouTube

Facebook page will 
include videos on 

this theme

Sobeys

She goes to her 
grocery store with 
her grocery list, to 
remind her which 

products to buy to 
create the chicken 

meal solution.

Thematic site

She finds a link 
about a foodie 

theme that is full of 
great recipes

She finds the
Facebook page

that gives
information on her
lifestyle and adds it

to her profile

Knowledge

Review

She finds a link 
about a foodie 

theme that is full of 
great recipes

Fidelity

User engagement. 
Conagra can 

gather data about 
the user

Newsletter 
She clicks on 

branded products 
to have more 
information.


